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Abstract. Let E = {e1, . . . , en} be a set of C-oriented disjoint segments
in the plane, where C is a given finite set of orientations that spans the
plane, and let s and t be two points. We seek a minimum-link C-oriented
tour of E, that is, a polygonal path π from s to t that visits the segments
of E in order, such that, the orientations of its edges are in C and their
number is minimum. We present an algorithm for computing such a tour
in O(|C|2 ·n2) time. This problem already captures most of the difficulties
occurring in the study of the more general problem, in which E is a set
of not-necessarily-disjoint C-oriented polygons.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem in which we are given a sequence of regions, R =
(R1, R2, . . . , Rn), where each Ri is a subset of an underlying geometric domain,
and our goal is to compute a tour (a path or a cycle) within the domain that
visits the regions R in the given order and is optimal in some prescribed sense.
Optimality might be based on the Euclidean length of the tour, the number of
turns in a polygonal tour (or, equivalently, the number of links (edges) in the
tour), a weighted cost function, etc. There are also variants of the problem in
which it is important to specify exactly what constraints there are on the ordered
visitation of the regions, particularly if the regions are not disjoint. The problem
arises naturally and is also motivated by applications in curve simplification
(e.g., [5]), vehicle routing (e.g., the traveling salesperson problem (TSP); see
[7]), search and exploration (e.g., [3]), computing structures on imprecise points
[6], task sequencing in robotics (see [2,1]), etc.

In this paper we focus on the version of the problem in which the regions Ri

are disjoint C-oriented line segments (with orientations/slopes from a finite set
C) in the plane, the tour is required to be polygonal and C-oriented, and the
optimality criterion is to minimize the number of links (equivalently, the number
of turns, or vertices in the polygonal tour). We briefly mention generalizations
(deferred to the full paper), including the case in which the regions Ri are more
general than disjoint line segments.

More formally, let C be a finite set of orientations, which can be thought of
as points on a unit circle centered at the origin. We assume that (i) C spans the
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plane, i.e., for any two points p, q in the plane, there exists a two-link (directed)
path from p to q (or a one-link path), such that the orientation of the edges
in the path belong to C, and (ii) for any orientation ci ∈ C, the orientation
ci is also in C, where ci is the opposite orientation of ci. The requirement for
paths to be C-oriented arises in some settings (mechanical constraints) but also
has advantages in lower/upper bounding of the turn angles, in comparison with
polygonal paths having general links, which may form arbitrarily sharp turns.

We focus on the following problem: Minimum-link C-oriented tour of a se-
quence of C-oriented segments: Let E = {e1, . . . , en} be a set of C-oriented
disjoint segments, that is, if we think of e ∈ E as a directed segment, by arbi-
trarily picking one of the two possible directions, then e’s orientation belongs
to C. Let s and t be two points that do not belong to any of the segments in
E. A tour of E is a polygonal path π that begins at s and ends at t with the
following property: There exists a sequence of points p1, . . . , pn on π, such that,
pi precedes pi+1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and pi ∈ ei, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A tour is C-
oriented, if the orientation of each of its edges belongs to C. We wish to compute
a C-oriented minimum-link tour of E, that is, a C-oriented tour consisting of a
minimum number of links (i.e., edges).

Our main contribution is an efficient algorithm to compute a minimum-link
C-oriented tour of a sequence of n disjoint C-oriented line segments, in time
O(|C|2 · n2). (The algorithm becomes O(n) in the special case of |C| = 4, e.g.,
axis-oriented paths.)

Related Work

In the touring polygons problem (TPP), one seeks a tour that is shortest in
Euclidean length that visits a sequence of polygons; such a tour is found in
polynomial time if the polygons are convex and is NP-hard in general (and has
an FPTAS) [3]. Minimization of the link length of a tour visiting a sequence
of (possibly overlapping) disks is studied in [5], where the motivation for this
“ordered stabbing” problem was curve and map simplification (see also [9]). In
contrast with our problem specification, in [5] the path edges are allowed to be
of arbitrary orientation, not required to be C-oriented. This assumption leads
to particular efficiency, as one can use an extension of linear-time line stabbing
methods (see Egyed and Wenger [4]) to execute a greedy algorithm efficiently.
Computing a minimum-link C-oriented path from start to goal among obstacles
has been studied as well, without requiring visitation of a sequence of regions;
see [8,10].

2 Preliminaries

Notation. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let l(ei) be the number of links in a minimum-
link path that begins at s and ends at a point on ei. We only consider C-
oriented paths to ei that visit the segments e1, . . . , ei, as defined above. We refer
to the number of links in such a path as its length. We distinguish between
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paths to ei both by their length and by the orientation of their last link. Let
I(ei, cj) (I+(ei, cj)) be the set of maximal intervals on ei formed by all paths of
length l(ei) (l(ei) + 1) from s to ei, whose last link has orientation cj . We set
I(ei) =

⋃
c∈C I(ei, c) and I+(ei) =

⋃
c∈C I

+(ei, c).
For an orientation cj ∈ C, let cj+1 and cj−1 be the orientations in C that

immediately succeed cj and precede cj in clockwise order, respectively. We denote
by φ(cj , ck) the set of orientations in C between cj and ck (in clockwise order
from cj), not including cj and ck. Finally, we denote the ray emanating from p
in orientation cj by Ray(p, cj) and the line through p parallel to a segment of
orientation cj by Line(p, cj).

Let a be an interval on ei that belongs to one of the sets I(ei) or I+(ei).
Then a has a length la (which is either l(ei) or l(ei) + 1) and an orientation
ca ∈ C associated with it. We denote the endpoints of a by a1 and a2, where a1
is to the left of a2, when approaching a through a path corresponding to a (i.e.,
a path starting at s and ending at a point in a, which is of length la and whose
last link is of orientation ca). Next, we use a to define two regions of the plane,
namely, PT (a) and ψ(a, cj).

Let PT (a) denote the semi-slab consisting of all points that can be reached
by extending the last link of a path corresponding to a. We refer to such a path
as a path that passes through a and continues in the same orientation at which it
reached a (i.e., ca). Thus, the region PT (a) is the semi-slab bounded by the rays
Ray(a1, ca), Ray(a2, ca) and the interval a (see, e.g., the red region in Figure 1).
Similarly, let ψ(a, cj) be the region of all points that can be reached by a path
that passes through a and then, not necessarily immediately, turns and continues
in orientation cj . Thus, ψ(a, cj) =

⋃
q∈PT (a)Ray(q, cj), for example if cj = ca,

then ψ(a, cj) is the slab defined by the lines Line(a1, ca) and Line(a2, ca) (for
additional examples see Figure 8).

Finally, for an interval b ∈ I+(ei), we set δ(b) = {a ∈ I(ei)|a ⊆ b}.
We now show that the sets I(ei) and I+(ei) are sufficient, in the sense that

there exists a minimum-link tour of E whose portion from s to ei corresponds to
an interval in I(ei) ∪ I+(ei). Assume this is false, and let π be a minimum-link
tour of E, such that its portion πi from s to ei does not correspond to an interval
in I(ei)∪ I+(ei). Then, the length of πi (denoted |πi|) is at least l(ei) + 2. Let p
be the point on ei where πi ends, and denote the portion of π from p to t by πi.
Then |π| ≥ l(ei) + 2 + |πi|, if π makes a turn at p, or |π| = l(ei) + 2 + |πi| − 1,
otherwise. Consider any path π′i from s to ei that corresponds to an interval in
I(ei) and let p′ be the point on ei where π′i ends. Then, the tour obtained by π′i,
the edge p′p and πi is a tour of E of length at most l(ei) + 1 + |πi| ≤ |π|. We
have thus shown that

Claim 1 There exists a minimum-link tour of E whose portion from s to ei
corresponds to an interval in I(ei) ∪ I+(ei), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Finally, since our assumptions on the set of orientations C imply that there
exists a two-link path from p to q, for any pair of points p, q in the plane, we
have
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Claim 2 l(ei−1) ≤ l(ei) ≤ l(ei−1) + 2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (where l(e0) = 0).

3 The Main Algorithm

In this section, we present an algorithm for computing a minimum-link tour of E.
The algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, it considers the segments
of E, one at a time, beginning with e1, and, at the current segment ei, it computes
the sets I(ei) and I+(ei) from the sets I(ei−1) and I+(ei−1), associated with the
previous segment. In the second stage, it constructs a minimum-link tour of E,
beginning from its last link, by consulting the sets I(·) and I+(·) computed in
the first stage.

We begin with several definitions that will assist us in the description of the
algorithm. Given a set I of intervals on ei, where each interval a ∈ I is associated
with some fixed length (link distance) la = l and an orientation ca, and cj ∈ C,
we define the sets of intervals +0-intervals, +1-intervals, +2-intervals on ei+1

with respect to I and cj (the definition of the first set does not depend on cj).

The +0-intervals on ei+1 consist of the intervals on ei+1 formed by passing
through the intervals of I, without making any turns. It is constructed by com-
puting the interval b = PT (a)∩ ei+1, for each a ∈ I, and including it in the set,
setting lb = l and cb = ca, if it is not empty.

The +1-intervals on ei+1 associated with orientation cj consist of the inter-
vals on ei+1 formed by passing through the intervals of I and then making a turn
in orientation cj . It is constructed by computing the interval b = ψ(a, cj)∩ ei+1,
for each a ∈ I, and including it in the set, setting lb = l + 1 and cb = cj .

The +2-intervals on ei+1 associated with orientation cj consist of the inter-
vals on ei+1 formed by passing through the intervals of I and then making two
turns, where the first is in any orientation c 6= ca and the second is in orientation
cj ; see Lemma 3.

We construct it as follows. First, we check if there is an interval a ∈ I such
that ca /∈ {cj−1, cj , cj+1}. If there is such an interval, we include the interval b =
ei+1, setting lb = l+ 2 and cb = cj , and stop; see Lemma 4. Otherwise, for each
a ∈ I, we include the intervals b+ = ψ(a, ca+1)∩ei+1 and b− = ψ(a, ca−1)∩ei+1,
provided that they are not empty, and set lb+ = lb− = l+ 2 and cb+ = cb− = cj ;
see paragraph following Lemma 4.

3.1 Stage I

We are now ready to describe the first stage of the algorithm. It is convenient to
treat the points s and t as segments e0 and en+1, respectively. We set l(e0) = 0
and, for each cj ∈ C, we insert the interval a = e0, after setting la = 0 and
ca = cj , into I(e0, cj). Similarly, for each cj ∈ C, we insert the interval a = e0,
after setting la = 1 and ca = cj , into I+(e0, cj).

We iterate over the segments e1, . . . , en+1, where in the i’th iteration, 1 ≤ i ≤
n + 1, we compute l(ei) and the pair of sets I(ei) and I+(ei). Assume we have
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already processed the segments e0, . . . , ei, for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We describe the
next iteration, in which we compute l(ei+1) and the sets I(ei+1) and I+(ei+1).

For each cj ∈ C, we compute the +0-intervals on ei+1 with respect to I(ei, cj)
and store them in I(ei+1, cj). If at least one of the sets I(ei+1, cj) is non-empty,
we set l(ei+1) = l(ei) (otherwise l(ei+1) > l(ei)). Next, for each cj ∈ C, we
compute the +0-intervals on ei+1 with respect to I+(ei, cj) and the +1-intervals
on ei+1 with respect to I(ei) \ I(ei, cj) (and cj). We store these intervals (if
exist) either in I+(ei+1, cj), if l(ei+1) = l(ei), or in I(ei+1, cj), if l(ei+1) > l(ei).
If we performed the latter option, then we set l(ei+1) = l(ei) + 1. Finally, if
we performed one of the two options, then we repeatedly merge overlapping
intervals in the set (either I+(ei+1, cj) or I(ei+1, cj)), until there are no such
intervals.

If l(ei+1) > l(ei), then, for each cj ∈ C, we compute the +2-intervals on ei+1

with respect to I(ei) and the +1-intervals on ei+1 with respect I+(ei)\I+(ei, cj).
We store these intervals (if exist) either in I+(ei+1, cj), if l(ei+1) = l(ei) + 1, or
in I(ei+1, cj), otherwise (i.e., we still have not fixed l(ei+1)). If we performed the
latter option, then we set l(ei+1) = l(ei) + 2, and, as above, if we performed one
of the two options, then we repeatedly merge overlapping intervals in the set,
until there are no such intervals.

Finally, if l(ei+1) = l(ei)+2, then, for each cj ∈ C, we set I+(ei+1, cj) = ei+1;
see Claim 5.

3.2 Stage II

In this stage we use the information collected in the first stage to construct a
minimum-link tour π of E.

We construct π incrementally beginning at t and ending at s. That is, in the
first iteration we add the portion of π from t to en, in the second iteration we
add the portion from en to en−1, etc. Assume that we have already constructed
the portion of π from t to ei, where this portion ends at point p of interval a on
ei. We describe in Algorithm 1 (see Appendix A.1) how to compute the portion
from ei to ei−1, which begins at the point p of interval a and ends at a point p′

of interval b on ei−1 (where b ∈ I(ei−1) ∪ I+(ei−1)) and consists of la − lb + 1
links. Before continuing to the next iteration, we set p = p′ and a = b.

After adding the last portion, which ends at s, we remove all the redundant
vertices from π, i.e., vertices at which π does not make a turn.

4 Analysis

In this section, we prove the correctness of our two-stage algorithm and bound
its running time, via a sequence of lemmas and claims.

Lemma 1. For any interval a ∈ I(ei) and for any cj ∈ C \ {ca}, there exists
an interval b ∈ I+(ei, cj) such that a ⊆ b, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Proof. Let p ∈ a, then there is a path πi of length l(ei) that begins at s, ends at
p, and whose last link is of orientation ca. By making a turn at p in orientation
cj (without extending πi), we obtain a path π′i of length l(ei)+1, whose last link
is of orientation cj . Therefore, there is an interval b ∈ I+(ei, cj) such that p ∈ b,
and since (by construction) there are no overlapping intervals in I+(ei, cj), we
conclude that a ⊆ b.

Lemma 2. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and cj ∈ C, if there is an interval a ∈
I(ei, cj) ∪ I+(ei, cj) such that PT (a) ∩ ei+1 6= ∅, then, for any interval b ∈
I(ei, cj) ∪ I+(ei, cj), we have that PT (b) ∩ ei+1 = ∅.

Proof. If there exist intervals a ∈ I(ei, cj)∪I+(ei, cj) and b ∈ I(ei, cj)∪I+(ei, cj),
such that ei+1 intersects both PT (a) and PT (b), then ei+1 must intersect ei (see
Figure 1) — contradiction.

The following claim bounds the number of intervals with associated length
and orientation l(ei) + 1 and cj , respectively, that are ‘created’ on ei+1.

Claim 3 At most max {|I(ei, cj)|, |I+(ei, cj)|}+2 intervals with associated length
and orientation l(ei) + 1 and cj, respectively, are ‘created’ on ei+1, during the
execution of the algorithm.

Proof. There are two ways to reach a point on ei+1 with a path of length l(ei)+1
whose last link is of orientation cj . The first is by passing through one of the
intervals in I(ei)\I(ei, cj) and then making a turn in orientation cj . The second is
by passing through one of the intervals in I+(ei, cj), without making any turn.
That is, the intervals on ei+1 with associated length l(ei) + 1 and associated
orientation cj are determined by the intervals in I+(ei, cj) ∪ (I(ei) \ I(ei, cj)).

Consider an interval b ∈ I+(ei, cj) (e.g., the blue interval in Figure 2), and let
c ∈ C be the orientation of ei when directed from b1 to b2. We divide δ(b)\I(ei, cj)
into four subsets as follows: A = {a ∈ δ(b) | ca ∈ φ(cj , c) ∪ {c}}, B = {a ∈ δ(b) |
ca ∈ φ(c, cj)}, C = {a ∈ δ(b) | ca ∈ φ(cj , c)}, and D = {a ∈ δ(b) | ca ∈
φ(c, cj) ∪ {c}}. We denote by Rb∪A the region of all points that can be reached
by a path that passes through b, or passes through a ∈ A and then makes a
turn in orientation cj (i.e., Rb∪A = PT (b) ∪

⋃
a∈A ψ(a, cj)). We compute the

boundary of Rb∪A from PT (b), by adding the regions ψ(a, cj), one at a time, for
each interval a ∈ A.

Let ψ(a, cj), for some a ∈ A, be the region that is added in the first step (see
the red interval in Figure 2). Since (a1, a2) ⊆ (b1, b2) and ca ∈ φ(cj , c) ∪ {c},
Ray(a2, ca) and Ray(b2, cj) intersect at a point pa (see Figure 2). By passing
through a and then turning before reaching Ray(b2, cj) (i.e., at one of the points
belonging to PT (a) ∩ PT (b)), we cannot reach any point that is not already
in PT (b). However, by turning after crossing Ray(b2, cj), we can reach points
that are in the area bounded by Ray(pa, cj) and Ray(pa, ca) (the shaded area
in Figure 2). Thus, the region Rb∪A at the end of the first step, is bounded
by Ray(b1, cj), (b1, b2), (b2, pa) and Ray(pa, ca), as can be seen in Figure 2.
Notice the semi-infinite convex 2-chain that we obtain at the end of the first
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a1a2

cj

ei

P
T
(a
)

cj

b1 b2

P
T
(b
)

ei+1

Fig. 1: If ei+1 intersects both PT (a) (red) and
PT (b) (blue), then ei+1 must intersect ei.

b1 b2a1 a2

R
ay
(a
2
, c
a
)

pa

cj PT (b)

P
T
(a
)caR

a
y
(b
2 , c

j )

ei

Fig. 2: The region Rb∪A at the
end of the first step.

step, namely, the chain consisting of (b2, pa) followed by Ray(pa, ca). It is easy
to see that the region Rb∪A at the end of the last step, is bounded by Ray(b1, cj),
(b1, b2), and a semi-infinite convex chain, denoted lA, consisting of at most |A|+1
edges (see red chain in Figure 3c). Finally, if A = ∅, then Rb∪A = PT (b) and we
set lA = Ray(b2, cj).

Next, we set Rb∪D = PT (b) ∪
⋃

a∈D ψ(a, cj), and compute the convex chain
lD, which, together with Ray(b2, cj) and (b1, b2), defines the boundary of Rb∪D.
Once again, if D = ∅, we set lD = ray(b1, cj).

Finally, we compute in a similar manner the convex chains lB , which defines
(together with Ray(b1, cj)) the boundary of Rb∪B = PT (b)∪

⋃
a∈B ψ(a, cj) (see

purple chain in Figure 3b), and lC , which defines (together with Ray(b2, cj)) the
boundary of Rb∪C = PT (b) ∪

⋃
a∈C ψ(a, cj).

We now set R = Rb∪A ∪ Rb∪B ∪ Rb∪C ∪ Rb∪D, then R is the region of all
points that can be reached by a path that passes through b, or passes through
a ∈ δ(b) \ I(ei, cj) and then makes a turn in orientation cj . Therefore, R ∩ ei+1

gives us the intervals on ei+1 with length l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj , which are
created by passing through an interval in {b} ∪ δ(b) \ I(ei, cj).

In order to find these intervals, we identify the boundary of R in each of the
following four cases:

– Case A: B = ∅ and C = ∅ (as illustrated in Figure 3a)
In this case, R = Rb∪A ∪ Rb∪D, since Rb∪B = Rb∪C = PT (b) and PT (b) ⊆
Rb∪A, Rb∪D, and R’s boundary is composed of lA, lD and b.

– Case B: B 6= ∅ and C = ∅ (as illustrated in Figure 3b)
In this case, the boundary of R is composed of lB and lD, since Rb∪A ⊆ Rb∪B .

– Case C: B = ∅ and C 6= ∅ (as illustrated in Figure 3c)
In this case, the boundary of R is composed of lA and lC , since Rb∪D ⊆ Rb∪C .

– Case D: B 6= ∅ and C 6= ∅ (as illustrated in Figure 3d)
in this case, R = Rb∪B ∪Rb∪C , and its boundary is the convex chain l that
is obtained from the chains lB and lC , see Figure 3d.
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b2

PT (b)

b1

lD lA
R

ei

(a) Case A: If B = ∅ and C = ∅, then R is
bounded by lA (red), lD (green) and b.

b2

PT (b)

b1

lD lA

lB

R

ei

(b) Case B: If B 6= ∅ and C = ∅, then R is
bounded by lB (purple) and lD (green).

b2

PT (b)lD lA

lC

R

eib1

(c) Case C: If B = ∅ and C 6= ∅, then R is
bounded by lA (red) and lC (dark blue).

b2

PT (b)

b1

lD lA

lBlC

R

ei

(d) Case D: If B 6= ∅ and C 6= ∅, then R is
bounded by the chain l obtained from lB (pur-
ple) and lC (dark blue).

Fig. 3: The boundary of R.

We now examine how ei+1 can intersect R, in each of these cases. First,
if ei+1 does not intersect the boundary of R, then either R ∩ ei+1 = ei+1 or
R ∩ ei+1 = ∅. In the former case, one interval is formed on ei+1, which contains
both its endpoints, and in the latter case, no interval is formed on ei+1. Next,
assume that ei+1 intersects the boundary of R. We distinguish between the case
where there is an interval h ∈ I(ei, cj) such that PT (h)∩ ei+1 6= ∅, and the case
where there is no such interval.

There is an interval h ∈ I(ei, cj) such that PT (h) ∩ ei+1 6= ∅.
Then, by Lemma 2, PT (b) ∩ ei+1 = ∅.

If Case A: Clearly, ei+1 cannot intersect both lA and lD, since this would
imply PT (b)∩ ei+1 6= ∅ (see Figure 5a). Therefore, ei+1 intersects exactly one of
these chains, either at a single point or at two points. If ei+1 intersects the chain
at a single point q, then a single interval is formed on ei+1, whose endpoints are
q and the endpoint of ei+1 that lies in R (see the edge e1i+1 in Figure 4a). If ei+1

intersects the chain at two points, p and p′, then two intervals are formed on ei+1.
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The endpoints of these intervals are p and p′ on one side and the corresponding
endpoints of ei+1 on the other side (see the edge e2i+1 in Figure 4a).

If Case B: Unlike Case A, the fact that PT (b) ∩ ei+1 = ∅ does not prevent
ei+1 from intersecting both lB and lD. However, ei+1 can intersect these chains in
at most two points (in total), and as in Case A at most two intervals are formed
on ei+1, where each of them contains an endpoint of ei+1 (see Figure 5b).

If Case C: Since Cases B and C are symmetric, at most two intervals are
formed on ei+1, each of which contains an endpoint of ei+1.

If Case D: If ei+1 intersects l at a single point q, then a single interval
is formed on ei+1, whose endpoints are q and the endpoint of ei+1 that lies
in R. If ei+1 intersects l at two points p and p′, then R ∩ ei+1 consist of all
the points on ei+1, except for those in the interior of (p, p′). Therefore, two
intervals are formed on ei+1, and their endpoints are p and p′ on one side and
the corresponding endpoints of ei+1 on the other side (see Figure 4b)

PT (b)lD lA
R

e1i+1
q

e2i+1

p′

p

ei
b1 b2

(a) Case A.

b1 b2
ei

R
lAlD

PT (b)

l

p
p′e2i+1

e1i+1 q

(b) Case D.

Fig. 4: ei+1 intersects R’s boundary either at a single point q or at two points p
and p′.

We have shown that by passing through an interval in {b} ∪ δ(b) \ I(ei, cj),
at most two intervals (with associated length l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj) are
formed on ei+1. Moreover, each of these intervals contains an endpoint of ei+1.
Therefore, the total number of such intervals that are formed on ei+1, by passing
through an interval in

⋃
b∈I+(ei,cj)

{b} ∪ δ(b) \ I(ei, cj) is at most two. (For each
endpoint p of ei+1, we retain only the longest interval with p as one of its
endpoints.)

Finally, observe that by passing through an interval in I(ei, cj) and turning
backwards in orientation cj , at most one interval is formed on ei+1, which does
not necessarily contain an endpoint of ei+1.

We conclude that at most |I(ei, cj)| + 2 intervals (with associated length
l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj) are formed on ei+1 during the execution of the
algorithm (in the case that there is an interval h ∈ I(ei, cj) such that PT (h) ∩
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ei+1 6= ∅). We have used the equality
⋃

b∈I+(ei,cj)
{b} ∪ δ(b) = I+(ei, cj)∪ I(ei) \

I(ei, cj), which follows from Lemma 1.
We now proceed to the complementary case.

For any interval h ∈ I(ei, cj), PT (h) ∩ ei+1 = ∅. We defer the details of
this case (which are similar to those of the previous case) to Appendix A.2.
These details lead to the conclusion that at most |I+(ei, cj)|+ 2 intervals (with
associated length l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj) are formed on ei+1 during the
execution of the algorithm in this case.

b2
ei

PT (b)

b1

lD lA
R

ei+1
pA

pD

(a) ei+1 intersects R’s boundary at two
points pA and pD, creating a single in-
ternal interval (green) on ei+1.

b2

PT (b)

b1

lD

lA

lB

R

pD

pB

ei

ei+1

(b) ei+1 intersects R’s boundary at two
points pB and pD, creating two inter-
vals (green), where each of them con-
tains an endpoint of ei+1.

Fig. 5: Cases A and B, where there is no such interval h.

Since only one of the two cases holds (i.e., either there is such an interval h
or there is not), we conclude that at most max {|I(ei, cj)|+ 2, |I+(ei, cj)|+ 2}
= max {|I(ei, cj)|, |I+(ei, cj)|}+ 2 intervals with associated length l(ei) + 1 and
orientation cj are formed on ei+1 during the execution of the algorithm. This
completes the proof of Claim 3.

Lemma 3. For any interval a ∈ I(ei) and orientation cj ∈ C, we do not need
to compute the interval on ei+1 with associated length and orientation l(ei) + 2
and cj, respectively, which is formed by passing through a and then making two
turns, where the first is in orientation ca.

Proof. By Claim 2, l(ei) ≤ l(ei+1) ≤ l(ei) + 2. So, the intervals on ei+1 of length
l(ei) + 2 are only relevant if l(ei+1) > l(ei) (Claim 1). Assume therefore that
l(ei+1) > l(ei), and let a ∈ I(ei) (e.g., the red interval in Figure 6). Let π be
a tour of E that passes through a at a point pi, makes a turn in orientation ca
at point p, and makes another turn in orientation cj at point p′, such that πi+1

(the portion of π from s to ei+1) corresponds to an interval of length l(ei) + 2.
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We distinguish between two cases. If pp′ ∩ ei = ∅ (i.e., the second turn is
before π crosses ei again), as shown in Figure 6a, then pp′ does not intersect
ei+1, since this would imply l(ei) = l(ei+1). Therefore, π reaches ei+1 only after
the turn at p′, and the tour π′ which is obtained from π by deleting the link pp′

(see Figure 6b), is a tour of E of length |π| − 1, hence π is not a minimum-link
tour of E. Since our goal is to find a minimum-link tour of E, we do not need to
compute the interval on ei+1 formed by paths such as π satisfying the condition
above.

PT (a)

a pi

p′

p

s

t
ca

ca

cj

π

ei

(a) A tour π that passes through a ∈ I(ei)
(red), makes a turn in orientation ca, and
another turn in orientation cj .

PT (a)

a pi

p′

p

s

t

ca
cj

π′

ei

(b) The tour π′ of length |π| − 1, which is
obtained by deleting the link pp′ from π.

Fig. 6: Proof of Lemma 3. The case where the second turn is before π crosses ei
again.

If pp′ ∩ ei 6= ∅ (i.e., the second turn is not before π crosses ei again), let T
denote the region of all points that can be reached by such paths, i.e., paths such
as π satisfying the condition above (see the orange region in Figure 7a). Then
T ∩ ei+1 is the interval on ei+1 with associated length l(ei) + 2 and orientation
cj , formed by these paths. But, by Lemma 1, there exists b ∈ I+(ei, ca) such
that a ⊆ b (see the blue interval in Figure 7b), and clearly T ⊆ ψ(b, cj), implying
T ∩ ei+1 ⊆ ψ(b, cj)∩ ei+1. The latter interval, i.e., ψ(b, cj)∩ ei+1 is computed by
our algorithm, so we do not need to compute T ∩ ei+1.

Lemma 4. For any interval a ∈ I(ei), any point p ∈ R2, and any orientation
cj /∈ {ca, ca+1, ca−1}, p can be reached by a path that passes through a and then
makes a turn in some orientation c 6= ca and another turn in orientation cj.

Proof. Consider any interval a ∈ I(ei). Recall that ψ(a, ca+1) (ψ(a, ca−1)) de-
notes the region of all the points that can be reached by a path that passes
through a and then makes a turn in orientation ca+1 (ca−1) (see Figure 8).
It is easy to see that ψ(a, c) ⊆ ψ(a, ca+1) for any c ∈ φ(ca, ca) and ψ(a, c) ⊆
ψ(a, ca−1) for any c ∈ φ(ca, ca). Therefore, ∆a = ψ(a, ca+1) ∪ ψ(a, ca−1) is the
region of all the points that can be reached by a path that passes through a and
then makes a turn in some orientation c 6= ca (see Figure 8c).
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PT (a)

PT (a) T cj
ca

ca

a1a2
ei

(a) An interval a (red) and the correspond-
ing region T (orange).

PT (a)

T cj
ca

ca

b1 b2

PT (b)

ei

(b) An interval b and the corresponding re-
gion ψ(b, cj) (blue), which contains T .

Fig. 7: Proof of Lemma 3. The case where the second turn is not before π crosses
ei again.

Consider any point p ∈ R2 and any orientation cj /∈ {ca, ca+1, ca−1}. If
p ∈ ∆a, then p can be reached by a path that passes through a and then
makes a turn in some orientation c 6= ca. By making an additional turn at p in
orientation cj (without extending the path), we obtain a path that reaches p as
required.

If p ∈ ∆a = R2\∆a, then Ray(p, cj) ∩ ∆a 6= ∅, since cj /∈ {ca−1, ca, ca+1}
(as shown in Figure 9). Let p′ be any point on Ray(p, cj) ∩ ∆a, then p′ can
be reached by a path that passes through a and then makes a turn in some
orientation c 6= ca, and by extending this path by adding the link p′p, we obtain
a path that reaches p as required.

Consider the region ∆a = ψ(a, ca+1) ∪ ψ(a, ca−1) defined in the proof of
Lemma 4. Then, as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 4, ∆a is the region of all
the points that can be reached by a path that passes through a and then makes
a turn in some orientation c 6= ca. In addition, we notice that by extending such
a path by adding a link in orientation cj , for cj ∈ {ca, ca+1, ca−1}, we cannot
leave ∆a (see Figure 10), since for any point q ∈ ∆a, Ray(q, cj) ⊆ ∆a.

The following claim bounds the number of intervals with associated length
and orientation l(ei) + 2 and cj , respectively, that are ‘created’ on ei+1.

Claim 4 At most |I+(ei, cj)|+2 intervals with associated length and orientation
l(ei) + 2 and cj, respectively, are ‘created’ on ei+1, during the execution of the
algorithm.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.3. Here, we only observe that there
are two ways to reach a point on ei+1 with a path of length l(ei) + 2 whose last
link is of orientation cj . The first is by passing through one of the intervals
a ∈ I(ei) and then making two turns, where the first one is in orientation
c 6= ca and the second one is in orientation cj (see Lemma 3). The second
way is by passing through one of the intervals in I+(ei) \ I+(ei, cj), and then
making a turn in orientation cj . That is, the intervals on ei+1 with associated
length l(ei) + 2 and associated orientation cj are determined by the intervals in
I(ei) ∪ (I+(ei) \ I+(ei, cj)).
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ei

ca+1

ca PT (a)

a1
a2

R
ay
(a
2
, c
a+
1
)

R
a
y
(a

2
, c
a
)

ψ(a, ca+1)

(a) An interval a
(red) and the region
ψ(a, ca+1) (blue).

ei

PT (a)

a1

a2

ca−1

ca

R
ay(a

1 , c
a−

1 )

R
a
y
(a

1 ,c
a )

ψ(a, ca−1)

(b) An interval a
(red) and the region
ψ(a, ca−1) (green).

ei

a1
a2

ca−1

ca

ca+1

∆a

∆a

(c) The region ∆a, which is
the union of ψ(a, ca+1) and
ψ(a, ca−1).

Fig. 8: All the points that can be reached by a path that passes through a and
then makes a turn in some orientation c 6= ca.

The following claim bounds the number of intervals with associated length
and orientation l(ei) + 3 and cj , respectively, that are ‘created’ on ei+1.

Claim 5 For any q ∈ ei+1 and for any cj ∈ C, there exists a path of length
l(ei) + 3 from s to q, whose last link has orientation cj, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Proof. Consider any path π from s to ei that corresponds to an interval in I(ei),
and let p be the point on ei where π ends. Since C spans the plane, there exists
a two-link path from p to q, and by making a turn at q in orientation cj (without
extending the path), we obtain a three-link path πp,q from p to q whose last link
has orientation cj . So, the path obtained by concatenating the paths π and πp,q
is as desired.

Claim 6 For any 0 ≤ i ≤ n+1 and cj ∈ C, |I(ei, cj)| ≤ 2i+1 and |I+(ei, cj)| ≤
2i+ 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction on i. For i = 0, the claim is clearly true;
|I(e0, cj)| = |I+(e0, cj)| = 1.

Assume now that the claim is true for i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, that is, for any cj ∈ C, we
have |I(ei, cj)| ≤ 2i+ 1 and |I+(ei, cj)| ≤ 2i+ 1. We show below that it remains
true for i+ 1.

Recall that l(ei) ≤ l(ei+1) ≤ l(ei) + 2 (Claim 2). We show that the claim
remains true in each of the resulting three cases.

– Case A: l(ei+1) = l(ei). In this case I(ei+1, cj) stores the +0-intervals on
ei+1 with respect to I(ei, cj). Since, each interval a ∈ I(ei, cj) ‘creates’ at
most one +0-interval on ei+1, we get that |I(ei+1, cj)| ≤ |I(ei, cj)| ≤ 2i+ 1.
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PT (a)

ei

a1
a2

ca−1 ca+1

∆a

∆a

pRay(p, cj)

Fig. 9: Lemma 4. If p ∈ ∆a, then
Ray(p, cj) ∩∆a 6= ∅.

PT (a)

ei

a1
a2

ca−1 ca+1

∆a

∆a
q

R
a
y

(q,c
a )

R
ay(q, c

a+
1 )

R
ay
(q
, c
a−
1
)

Fig. 10: For any q ∈ ∆a, Ray(q, cj) ∩
∆a = ∅, for cj ∈ {ca, ca+1, ca−1}.

Recall that I+(ei+1, cj) is the set of maximal intervals on ei+1 formed by all
paths of length l(ei+1) + 1 = l(ei) + 1, whose last link has orientation cj .
By Claim 3, |I+(ei+1, cj)| ≤ max{|I(ei, cj)|, |I+(ei, cj)|} + 2, and therefore
|I+(ei+1, cj)| ≤ max{2i+ 1, 2i+ 1}+ 2 = 2(i+ 1) + 1.

– Case B: l(ei+1) = l(ei)+1. In this case, I(ei+1, cj) is the set of maximal in-
tervals on ei+1 formed by all paths of length l(ei+1) = l(ei)+1, whose last link
has orientation cj . By Claim 3, |I(ei+1, cj)| ≤ max{|I(ei, cj)|, |I+(ei, cj)|}+2,
so, |I(ei+1, cj)| ≤ max{2i+ 1, 2i+ 1}+ 2 = 2(i+ 1) + 1.

Now, I+(ei+1, cj) is the set of maximal intervals on ei+1 formed by all paths
of length l(ei+1)+1 = l(ei)+2, whose last link has orientation cj . By Claim 4,
|I+(ei+1, cj)| ≤ |I+(ei, cj)| + 2, and therefore |I+(ei+1, cj)| ≤ 2i + 1 + 2 =
2(i+ 1) + 1.

– Case C: l(ei+1) = l(ei) + 2. In this case, I(ei+1, cj) is the set of maximal
intervals on ei+1 formed by all paths of length l(ei+1) = l(ei) + 2, whose last
link has orientation cj . Thus, by Claim 4, |I(ei+1, cj)| ≤ |I+(ei, cj)| + 2 ≤
2(i+1)+1. Moreover, in this case, I+(ei+1, cj) = {ei+1}, so |I+(ei+1, cj)| = 1.

Running time. We bound the running time of each of the two stages of our
algorithm. Consider the i’th iteration of the main loop of Stage I. We need
O(|I(ei, cj)|+ |I+(ei, cj)|) time to compute the +0-intervals on ei+1, O(|I(ei) \
I(ei, cj)|+ |I+(ei)\ I+(ei, cj)|) time to compute the +1-intervals, and O(|I(ei)|)
time to compute the +2-intervals. Since we perform this calculation for each
cj ∈ C, the running time of the i’th iteration is O(|C| · {|I(ei)|+ |I+(ei)|}). By
Claim 6 we conclude that |I(ei)| = O(|C|·(2i+1)) and |I+(ei)| = O(|C|·(2i+1)),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Therefore, the running time of Stage I is
∑n+1

i=1 O(|C| · |C| ·
(2i+ 1)) = O(|C|2 · n2).

In stage 2, we run Algorithm 1 for each i from n+ 1 to 1. The running time
of Algorithm 1 is O(|I(ei−1)| + |I+(ei−1)|), and by Claim 6 we get O(|C| · i).
Therefore, the running time of Stage II is

∑n+1
i=1 O(|C| · i) = O(|C| · n2).

Thus, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(|C|2·n2), as summarized:
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Theorem 1. Given a set E of n disjoint C-oriented segments in the plane and
points s and t that do not belong to any of the segments in E, one can compute
a minimum-link C-oriented tour of E in O(|C|2 · n2) time.

5 Extensions

In the case that |C| = 4 (e.g., axis-parallel paths and segments), the specializa-
tion of our analysis shows a constant upper bound on the number of intervals
on each segment; this results in overall time O(n). Also, our analysis only re-
quired that consecutive segments in E do not intersect each other; they can
otherwise intersect. In ongoing and future work we consider more general polyg-
onal regions, possibly overlapping arbitrarily. We also consider query versions of
the problem in which we build data structures (shortest path maps) that allow
link distance queries on subsequences of the input set of regions, between query
points in the plane. Future work might examine problems in 3D.
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A Details

A.1 Stage II

In this stage we use the information collected in the first stage to construct a
minimum-link tour π of E.

We construct π incrementally beginning at t and ending at s. That is, in the
first iteration we add the portion of π from t to en, in the second iteration we
add the portion from en to en−1, etc. Assume that we have already constructed
the portion of π from t to ei, where this portion ends at point p of interval a
on ei. We describe in Algorithm 1 how to compute the portion from ei to ei−1,
which begins at point p of a and ends at a point p′ of interval b on ei−1 (where
b ∈ I(ei−1)∪ I+(ei−1)) and consists of la− lb + 1 links. Before continuing to the
next iteration, we set p = p′ and a = b.

After adding the last portion, which ends at s, we remove all the redundant
vertices from π, i.e., vertices at which π does not make a turn.

A.2 Proof of Claim 3: For any interval h ∈ I(ei, cj),
PT (h) ∩ ei+1 = ∅

If Case A: If ei+1 intersects at most one of the chains lA and lD, then, as in
Case A above, at most two intervals are formed on ei+1, where each of them
contains an endpoint of ei+1 (see Figure 4a).

If, however, ei+1 intersects both lA and lD (which is possible since now ei+1

may intersect PT (b)), then it intersects each of them exactly once (otherwise,
we get that ei+1∩ b 6= ∅), and a single interval is formed on ei+1, which does not
contain an endpoint of ei+1 (see Figure 5a).

If Case B: If ei+1 intersects lB and lD in more than two points (in total),
then it must also intersect b, which is impossible. Therefore, ei+1 can intersect
lB and lD in at most two points (in total), and at most two intervals are formed
on ei+1, where each of them contains an endpoint of ei+1 (see Figure 5b).

If Case C: Since Case B and Case C are symmetric, at most two intervals
are formed on ei+1, each of which contains an endpoint of ei+1.

If Case D: Identical to Case D above, that is, ei+1 intersects l either at one
or at two points, and at most two intervals are formed on ei+1, each of which
contains an endpoint of ei+1 (see Figure 4b).

We have shown that by passing through an interval in {b}∪δ(b)\I(ei, cj), at
most one interval that does not contain an endpoint of ei+1 is formed on ei+1,
or at most two intervals (with associated length l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj) are
formed on ei+1, where each of them contains an endpoint of ei+1.

Therefore, the total number of such intervals that are formed on ei+1, by pass-
ing through an interval in

⋃
b∈I+(ei,cj)

{b}∪δ(b)\I(ei, cj) is at most |I+(ei, cj)|+2.

(For each endpoint p of ei+1, we retain only the longest interval with p as one
of its endpoints.)

Finally, observe that by passing through an interval h ∈ I(ei, cj) and turning
backwards in orientation cj , at most one interval is formed on ei+1. However,
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Algorithm 1: SubPath Recovery

Input : Index i, an interval a on ei, a point p ∈ a
Output: An interval b on ei−1, a point p′ ∈ b and a C-oriented path πp,p′

from p to p′ consisting of la − lb + 1 links

begin
if la = l(ei−1) then

p′ ← Ray(p, ca) ∩ ei−1 and πp,p′ ← (p, p′);
b← the interval of I(ei−1, ca) containing p′;
Stop and return p′, b and πp,p′ ;

if la = l(ei−1) + 1 then
if Ray(p, ca) ∩ ei−1 6= ∅ then

p′ ← Ray(p, ca) ∩ ei−1 and πp,p′ ← (p, p′);
b← the interval of I+(ei−1, ca) containing p′;
Stop and return p′, b and πp,p′ ;

else
foreach d ∈ I(ei−1)\I(ei−1, ca) do

if Ray(p, ca) ∩ PT (d) 6= ∅ then
q ← any point in Ray(p, ca) ∩ PT (d);
p′ ← Ray(q, cd) ∩ ei−1;
πp,p′ ← (p, q, p′) and b← d;
Stop and return p′, b and πp,p′ ;

if la = l(ei−1) + 3 then
a← any interval in I(ei) that contains p;

if la = l(ei−1) + 2 then
foreach d ∈ I+(ei−1)\I+(ei−1, ca) do

if Ray(p, ca) ∩ PT (d) 6= ∅ then
q ← any point in Ray(p, ca) ∩ PT (d);
p′ ← Ray(q, cd) ∩ ei−1;
πp,p′ ← (p, q, p′) and b← d;
Stop and return p′, b and πp,p′ ;

foreach d ∈ I(ei−1) do
if Ray(p, ca) ∩ (ψ(d, cd+1) ∪ ψ(d, cd−1)) 6= ∅ then

v ← any point in Ray(p, ca) ∩ (ψ(d, cd+1) ∪ ψ(d, cd−1));
if Ray(v, cd+1) ∩ PT (d) 6= ∅ then

q ← any point in Ray(v, cd+1) ∩ PT (d);
p′ ← Ray(q, cd) ∩ ei−1, b← d;

else
q ← any point in Ray(v, cd−1) ∩ PT (d);
p′ ← Ray(q, cd) ∩ ei−1, b← d;

πp,p′ ← (p, v, q, p′);
Stop and return p′, b and πp,p′ ;
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since PT (h)∩ ei+1 = ∅, the interval formed on ei+1 is contained in PT (b)∩ ei+1

and will therefore not appear in the returned set of intervals formed on ei+1.
We conclude that at most |I+(ei, cj)| + 2 intervals (with associated length

l(ei) + 1 and orientation cj) are formed on ei+1 during the execution of the
algorithm (in the case that for any interval h ∈ I(ei, cj), PT (h) ∩ ei+1 = ∅).

A.3 Proof of Claim 4

Proof. There are two ways to reach a point on ei+1 with a path of length l(ei) +
2 whose last link is of orientation cj . The first is by passing through one of
the intervals a ∈ I(ei) and then making two turns, where the first one is in
orientation c 6= ca and the second one is in orientation cj (see Lemma 3). The
second way is by passing through one of the intervals in I+(ei) \ I+(ei, cj),
and then making a turn in orientation cj . That is, the intervals on ei+1 with
associated length l(ei) + 2 and associated orientation cj are determined by the
intervals in I(ei) ∪ (I+(ei) \ I+(ei, cj)).

First, if there is an interval a ∈ I(ei) such that cj /∈ {ca−1, ca, ca+1}, then, by
Lemma 4, Ra = R2, where Ra is the region of all the points that can be reached
by a path that passes through a and then makes two turns, where the first is in
orientation c 6= ca and the second is in orientation cj . Thus, Ra ∩ ei+1 = ei+1

and only one interval is formed on ei+1.
Assume therefore that for each interval a ∈ I(ei), we have cj ∈ {ca−1, ca, ca+1}.

Now, fix an interval a ∈ I(ei), then Ra = ∆a (as observed in the paragraph fol-
lowing Lemma 4). Consider an interval b ∈ I+(ei) \ {I+(ei, cj) ∪ I+(ei, cj)} (we
will treat the case b ∈ I+(ei, cj) separately), and set Ra∪b = Ra ∪ψ(b, cj). Then
Ra∪b ∩ ei+1 gives us the intervals on ei+1 with length l(ei) + 2 and orientation
cj , which are formed by passing through a or b.

Next, we characterize the region Ra∪b, by considering several cases.
Case A: PT (b) ⊆ ∆a (see Figure 11a).

Since for any q ∈ ∆a, Ray(q, cj) ⊆ ∆a, we have ψ(b, cj) =
⋃

q∈PT (b)Ray(q, cj) ⊆
∆a, and therefore Ra∪b = ∆a.

Case B: PT (b) 6⊆ ∆a and cb /∈ {ca−1, ca, ca+1} (see Figure 11b).
In this case, Ra∪b is the union of ∆a and the triangle that is formed by the rays
defining ∆a and the appropriate side of PT (b); see the yellow triangle denoted
∆b in Figure 11b.

Case C: PT (b) 6⊆ ∆a and cb ∈ {ca−1, ca, ca+1} (see Figure 12).
Assume, e.g., that cb = ca+1. Then, cj ∈ {ca−1, ca} (since b /∈ I+(ei, cj)). In
this case, Ra∪b is the union of ∆a and the ‘trapezoid’ that is formed by the
rays defining ∆a and the appropriate side of PT (b); see the yellow region ∆b in
Figure 12a. The subcases cb = ca−1 and cb = ca are similar and are depicted in
Figure 12b and Figures 12c and 12d, respectively.

We conclude that in each of the cases A–C, Ra∪b is bounded by an infinite
convex chain l consisting of at most three edges (see the red chain in Figure 13).
But this implies that, unless Ra∪b∩ ei+1 is ei+1 or is empty, Ra∪b∩ ei+1 consists
of at most two intervals, each of which contains an endpoint of ei+1 (see edges
e1i+1 and e2i+1 in Figure 13).
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Fig. 11: Ra∪b in Cases A and B.

We have shown that by passing through the intervals a and b, at most two
intervals (with associated length l(ei) + 2 and orientation cj) are formed on
ei+1. Moreover, each of these intervals contains an endpoint of ei+1. Therefore,
the total number of such intervals that are formed on ei+1, by passing through
the intervals in I(ei) ∪ I+(ei) \ {I+(ei, cj) ∪ I+(ei, cj)} is at most two (for each
endpoint p of ei+1, we retain only the longest interval with p as one of its
endpoints).

Finally, observe that by passing through an interval in I+(ei, cj) and turning
backwards in orientation cj , at most one interval is formed on ei+1, which does
not necessarily contain an endpoint of ei+1.

We conclude that at most |I+(ei, cj)| + 2 intervals (with associated length
l(ei) + 2 and orientation cj) are formed on ei+1 during the execution of the
algorithm.
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Fig. 12: Ra∪b in Case C.
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Fig. 13: ei+1 intersects Ra∪b’s boundary either at a single point q or at two points
p and p′.
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